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Vocation may be changed

Peters blasts Scheduling Committee
The University Scheduling Committee
announced Monday that if student demand
is substantial, Christmas vacation would
be scheduled earlier this year, reported
junior Doug Peters, student representa
tive on the Committee.
“ If we can prove to the Scheduling
Committee that there’ s student demand
for an earlier vacation, the Scheduling
Committee will give it to us,” said
Peters.
“ At least that’ s what they
promised us.’ ’
A petition, which requires several
thousand student signatures to be effec
tive, requests that vacation be resched

uled from December 18 to December 13,
Peters said. The petition will be avail
able to all students at the main desk of
the Memorial Union Building.
“ The longer we wait, the harder it
will be to change the dates,’ ’ said Peters.
In an interview Wednesday, the student
representative also criticized the Com
mittee for its “ inefficiency.”
Peters explained that the Committee
observes no formal voting procedure and
has no secretary to record minutes.
At the Oct. 14 meeting of the Com
mittee, Peters proposed that voting
procedure be adopted and that a secre

tary be named.
He said Committee members dis
cussed the idea of naming a secretary
until Registrar Leslie Turner agreed
to provide one.
However, at the Oct. 21 meeting,
no secretary was present, and Peters
asked Turner why he had not supplied
the secretary he had promised.
Peters said Turner indicated that
his aide, who had been attending com 
mittee meeting regularly, would hence
forth serve as secretary.
The student said he protested, and
Turner told him, “ Well, your definition

Em otion sparks sym p o siu m
Applause, boos, and shouts punctuated
speeches made yesterday during the
last event of a three-day symposium
on “ The Role of the University in
Social C risis.”

Entitled “ Political Involvement” and
moderated by Dwayne Wrightsman, the
session often ressembled the five that
preceded it.
Social workers urged that New Hamp
shire citizens acknowledge “ discrepan
cies” in the handling of welfare cases
in the State.
Political activists shouted into the
microphones placed throughout Snively
Arena, and demanded “ involvement”
from the audience.
Faculty members angrily denounced
members of the UNH administration,
accusing them of allowing “ political”
motives to enter into academic affairs.
Students lis te n e d , cla p p ed , and w alked
out, th rou ghou t all s e s s io n s o f the s y m 
p o s iu m .

Dwayne Wrightsman

“How many of you have a commit
ment to political involvement?”
(photo by Wallner)

N ako’s fame grows
Correspondence continues to pour in
to P rofessor George B. Nako from
Albania, London, Geneva, and Durham.
The janitors of Hamilton Smith taped
a note to the wall of his office saying,
“ If you intend to make this your per
manent quarters, you’ ll have to pay
rent.”
Paul Brockelman, assistant professor
of philosophy, left him a fan letter,
reading, “ You are beautiful.
I love
you!”
Nako’ s sister-in-law , Carmella C.
Nako, posted a letter, regretting that
students and teachers “ think he no
good.”
In all, Nako has received no fewer
than 30 pieces of correspondence since
he set up an office under a stairwell
in Ham-Smith three weeks ago.
His name appears on the list of
faculty members, posted to the right
of the main door of the building. Stu
dents have left 22 cents and two checks
in a tuna fish can in his office. And
every day the number of tourists who
stop at his office grows.
“ Who the hell are you?” demanded
“ a responsible freshman girl” in a
note on blue-lined paper. As students
and faculty continue to echo her question,
clues to his identity slowly fall into
place.
Nako does exist, but he is getting
c.areless.
Students and faculty will be ad
mitted to the Northeastern football
game tomorrow for one dollar by
simply showing a UNH ID.
There are no reserved seats at
Northeastern’ s Kent Street Field.

Many consistently praised the speak
ers, and the informal participation af
forded by the format of the symposium.
Others said they became increasingly
unhappy with the symposium as the
event wore on.
Yesterday’ s afternoon session, like
those earlier this week, bred both dis
illusion and delight among the partici
pants.
Emotions reached their highest pitch
when W. Scott Johnson, instructor of
Spanish, sharply rebuked the UNH ad
ministration for allegedly dismissing
him without sufficient cause.
“ Every competent person who has
been dismissed should have the right
to a public hearing,” Johnson said.
Responding to a student request that
he reveal the reasons for his alledged
dism issal, Johnson said, “ The reasons

given were that I have not completed
the Ph.D. and that I’ m not enough of
a scholar.”
“ My case' is not the only one,” he
maintained.
Dave Ramsey of the New Hampshire
Committee f o r Peace, and welfare
mothers Ann Fortin and Kathy Betsko
also appeared to stir students’ emo
tions.
Ramsey said, “ If we don’ t hear any
thing else before we die, we’ ve got to
hear the cry, ‘ Yankee go home! Whitey
go home!”
“ T he b ig g e s t thing is that w e ’ ve got
to c r e a t e a h om e to go h om e t o ,” he
added.

Mrs. Fortin spoke ofpoverty in Ports
mouth and in Ressurection City.
She said Senator Thomas McIntyre
was “ belligerent” when she visited him
in Washington and invited him to R essurrection City. She added that Senator
Norris Cotton was “ shocked” by the
welfare problems in the state.
By the end o f the session, which
occurred some time after four, at least
a third of the original participants had
left.
Whether they left with favorable or
unfavorable attitudes toward the sym
posium remains largely unknown.
Those who want to carry the ideas
of the symposium further have been
invited by the Commission on Contem
porary Issues to leave their names and
addresses in Schofield Hall, Room 306,
the Commission Office.

Coed defies Housing, won't pay fine
A UNH junior has refused to pay a
$10 fine for depositing a key in the
wrong place.
Janice Harayda, news editor of THE
NEW HAMPSHIRE, received a key from
the Stoke Hall key center at about
1:15 a.m. Tuesday, after leaving the
newspaper office.
She placed the key on a table four
feet from the key box in Lord Hall.
The next morning her head resident
informed her she would have to pay
a fine, since the key was not in the
box by 6 a.m.
Miss Harayda explained that she had
been using a key to the side door of
the hall, in the absence of a night
watchman at the key center.
The key was given to her by the head
resident, with the consent of Dean Eliza
beth McQuade, on nights when she was
required to work after midnight at THE
NEW HAMPSHIRE office.
“ I used to put the key on the head
resident’ s desk when I came in,” Miss
Harayda said. “ Because I was in the
habit of placing the key there, I acci
dently put the key from the key center
in the wrong place.”
She said she has explained her re 
fusal to pay the fee to John Curtis,
assistant director of housing, and to

Ruth Hurley, assistant dean of students.
“ It is completely unfair that a person
has to pay the same fee, whether she
loses the key, or simply puts it in
the wrong place,” the political science
major said.
Another Lord Hall resident last year
put a key in a box of house council
offenses.
She paid the $10 fee re
quired by Housing.
“ I agree that a fee is necessary,
but the University is being inconsistent
by having the same fee for two dif
ferent offenses,” said Miss Harayda.
She said she has spoken with Missy
Manzer, chairman of the Student Rules
Committee, about the incident.
“ I’ m not refusing to pay the fee
ever,” Miss Harayda said. “ I’ m re
fusing to pay it pending consideration
of the case by the Student Rules Com
mittee.”
Miss Harayda said she has explained
the matter in a letter to UNH President
John W. McConnell.
“ I wanted him to be aware of the
attitude o f the Housing Office toward
students,” she explained. “ Mr. Curtis
seemed to think the incident was highly
amusing.”
Four or five other coeds have not
put a key in the box by 6 a.m., but all
have paid the fee, according to Curtis.

of a secretary is different than mine.”
Turner added that his aide would re 
cord all “ important” facts.
“ There should be a secretary so we
can present official minutes to students,”
Peters said.
He added that he also proposed the
adoption of formal voting procedure.
“ It was as if I’ d spoken to a wall,”
he said.
He noted that instead of a vote, a
“ consensus” is taken.
“ There’ s not even an accurate list
of who’ s on the committee,” Peters said.
Peters also remarked that he had
never seen Academic Vice -President
Robert F. Barlow at meetings although
he is technically a member of the
Committee. Barlow sends “ recommen
dations ” Peters said.
“ They’ ve got to be an efficient or
ganization,” the student representative
said.
He added, “ There are some good
people on the Committee — people who
care.”

Senate discusses
constitution without
quorum present
by Sue Hammond
Staff Reporter
The Student Senate failed to obtain a
quorum Monday night at an open meeting
called to discuss the proposed Senate
Constitution.
Because a quorum was not present, no
fcwmal motions could be passed. How
ever, the meeting proceeded in an in
formal way with members present.
“ Apparently, you’ re here because
you’ re concerned,” said President Dave
Jesson.
A1 Cleveland, a member of the Ex
ecutive Council, took charge of the
meeting as Senators went over the Con
stitution section by section. An im
mediate disagreement arose over a pro
posed one representative for every 100
students.
Mark Yerby, a commuter, countered
his statement.
“ It is ridiculous to
assume commuters aren’ t interested,”
he said.
Answering charges of apathy among
residence hall students. Executive Coun
cil member Jose Fernandez said, “ We
(student leaders) have failed. We haven’ t
made them aware of what is going on.”
All questions concerning the role of
student government in handling student
finances were postponed until a regular
meeting of the Senate.
Jesson said at that time he would
present “ a fairly intricate plan for a
bureau of the budget.”
One student criticized TH E NEW
HAMPSHIRE for giving “ a song and a
dance about no space” in regard to
publishing Senate agendas.
Section IX B, 2 of the constitution
states that “ individual copies (of the
agenda) shall be made available to all
Senators and to THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
five days before said meeting.”
The newspaper was not approached
about publishing agendas until after the
meeting.
The Senate will conduct a regular
meeting Monday, to continue discus
sion of the constitution.

College Road closed
College Road will be closed to through
traffic for “ four to five weeks,” start
ing Monday at 9 a.m.
The installation of an underground
steam line requires that all College
Road traffic be detoured via McDaniel
Drive.
A l l persons should refrain from
parking on McDaniel Drive during the
time normal traffic is interrupted.
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Social Crisis

-

Tuesday Morning
Faculty members complained
of being underpaid, being pres
sured to ask for grants, and hav
ing to do “ Mickey Mouse” re 
search.
They launched an angry attack
on Ulhl at the third SociadCrisis
Symposium Tuesday morning in
Snively Arena.
The theme of the symposium
was
“ A Critique o f Existing
Programs at UNH” , and William
Gilsdorf, instructor of speech
and drama, moderated the dis
cussion.
Other members of the panel
included
R. Peter Sylvester,
associate professor of philoso
phy; Lester Fisher, an instruc
tor in English;
Philip Smith,
assistant professor of education;
Virginia Theodosopoulous; Mark
Klein,
assistant professor of
physics;
form er UNH student
Cynthia Durost, and Jere Chase,
executive vice-president of UNH.
“ Our
primary objective is

teaching,” said Chase.
“ The second is research, and
the third is a service function
which is a translation of the first
two that is taken back to the
community,” Chase added.
Panel
member Mark Klein
criticized
the University for
asking for too many grants. “ The
grants are a real source o f money
for
the University,” he r e 
marked.
“ They take a share
of each grant.”
Defending the administration.
Chase said that the research
was the result of the faculty's
search for knowledge.
“ Mickey Mouse research!”

‘‘A n oth er word fo r capitalism is
opression. ”

Work in Europe
A m erican Student Inform ation
S ervice has arranged jobs,
tours & studying in Europe fo r
ov er a decade. C hoose from
thousands o f good paying job s
in 15 countries, study at a fa 
m ous university, take a G rand
Tour, transatlantic transporta
tion, travel independently. A ll
perm its, etc. arranged thru this
lo w cost & recom m ended p ro 
gram. On the spot help from
A S IS offices w h ile in Europ^.
F or educational fu n -fille d &
p rofitable exp erien ce o f a life 
tim e send $ 2 fo r h andbook
(overseas handling, airm ail re
p ly & applications included)
listing jobs, tours, study &
cram m ed w ith other valuable
info, to: Dept. M, A SIS, 22 ave.
de la L iberte, L uxem bourg
City, Grand D uchy o f L ux.

replied William Witthoft, assist
ant professor of math as he stood
to support Klein's statement.
“ I've been imder pressure for
years to ask for a grant.”
A secretary who worked for
various departments in the Uni
versity told o f the many “ r i 
diculous” applications she had
filled out.
Comments of being underpaid,

UNH GOURMET
DINNERS
★ ''SALUTE TO THE U.N."

■(»*

being bribed to take outside work,
were also heard.
Pointing out the benefits of
federal aid, Philip Smith spoke of
“ Upward Bound” ,
a program
which was designed to bring poor
children to the University, give
them an extensive program, and
then place them in four year
colleges or universities.
“ ‘ Upward Bound' is misman
aged,” commented a Negro stu
dent. “ There were 50 students
and 16 blacks.
And no black
counselors.”
“ It's like taking ‘ Cool Hand
Luke' and putting him into that
hole,” re marked another student.
“ W e're taking kids who are free
and putting them in a situation to
get their ‘ mind right'. They're
channeled
through
nursery
school, high school, the univer
sity, military service, and c o r 
porations. W e're not doing them
any favors.”
Answering
to charges that
“ Upward
Bound” was not a
worthwhile program, Smith com 
pared it to a lighthouse.
“ It
points the way so public schools
can follow ,” he said.
William Horan Jr., a form er
Dem ocratic candidate for Con
gress expressed the view that
citizens
should not be forced
to support an institution through
taxes.
“ Anyone who doesn't want to
support something,” replied a
woman, “ should stop drinking,
going to the races, and buying
sweepstakes!”
A wild ovation
followed.

They did. The panel consisted
of administrators, a black mili
tant, a middle aged social worker
from Boston, a member of the
faculty, and a member of the New
York Urban League.
From this amalgam of person
alities and ideas emerged red
faces, raised voices, hisses, and
applause, but few conclusions.
The topic of the forum was
“ What can UNH as an institu-

“ Senator M cIn tyre was very bel
ligerent abou t the fa ct that I
invited him to Resurrection Ci

ty -”
tion do — What are other schools
doing?”
Robert F. Barlow, academic
vice-president, opened the dis
cussion by rejecting part of the
topic.
“ I reject the comparative ap>proach,” Barlow said. “ What
other schools are doing is of no
relevance. We have particular
problems here.”
The question is what can UNH

Tuesday Afternoon
“ I think the gentlemen o f the
panel can offer you any point of
view you want to hear,” Sanford
Moore, a graduate student in his
tory, said in introducing the panel
for Tuesday afternoon's sympos
ium.

“ E v ery co m p eten t person w h o ’s
been dismissed should have the
right to a public hearing. ”

do
to “ put its own house in
ord er,” he said.
Students feel powerless. They
dislike the system, but feel that
they do not have “ the tools nec
essary for changing the system ,”
he SEiid. ___________________

Hope

Wed. Oct. 30th, 7:30 P.M.

★ "RETURN TO OLYMPIA"
Men. Dee. 16th, 7 :30 P.M.

★ DINING WITH THE PRESIDENTS"
Wed. Jan. 15th, 7 :30 P.M.
Single Tickets $4.00

Season Tickets $10.75

Undergrad Tickets $2.75
AH 3 Dinners W ill Be Served In The
STRAFFORD RO O M at THE M E M O R IA L U N IO N

For Tickets Call O'ent. of Hotel Administration
M O RRILL H ALL, Durham or Call
868-5511 EXT. 526.
Make Chocka Payablo To Gourmet Dinners

b

Barlow made it clear that he
was not a revolutionary.
“I
dislike the results of revolu
tion, in most cases they are
quite unpalatable,” he added.
“ What a student can learn here
in four years is very little. All
we can hope to do is open a few
d oors,” he said.
Radford Wilson, a black radi
cal from Chicago, challenged and
disagreed with some of the points
raised by Barlow.
Wilson was not surprised that
Barlow was not a revolutionary.
“ I don't blame you for not want
ing to blow this thing, ‘ cause
God, you got all the goodies,”
Wilson said.
The students and faculty at
UNH share a luxury held on
many campuses in the country,
the luxury of being uninformed
and surviving, he said.
He attacked Barlow for speak
ing in philosophical term s.
Wilson warned that we are
living in the midst of a growing
revolution in the intestines of
this country.
“ The bastards o f the Western
world
(Negroes) are defining
themselves in terms of, not if
they are going to become extinct,
but when and how many people
they can take with them,” he
said. “ The old folks just ain't
got the answers.”
Wilson also attacked the com 
position of the University com 
munity. UNH has only 60 blacks
among the 7000 students and even
a sm aller percentage of black
faculty members.
“ Does this
reflect a cross section of Am
erican society?” , he asked.
Concerning the black students
on campus he said, “ Negroes
on this campus wear white hats
and knock on the white man's
door saying
I've been good,
let me in I want some goodies.”
He explained the growing feel
ings o i separatism among black
Americans. “ For the first time
the black man has withdrawn
from the society that has re
jected him. You've been telling
me all my life that you don't
like me, well I'm not too crazy
about you either,” he said.
“ I'm mad as hell about these
personal attacks on my integ
rity,” Barlow said, in reply to
Wilson.
The fact that these sympos
iums are meeting, shows that we
are aware of social issues, he
said. He said that he was con
cerned with all underprivileged
groups and he referred to rural
ghettoes locally that are being
overlooked.
Referring to the attack that
the
UNH community did not
represent a cross section of Am
erican society Barlow said, “ Cut
the crap, how can we attract
blacks to UNH?”
A problem also exists in re 
cruiting black faculty members
according to Barlow. He referred
to a recent attempt to hire a Negro
administrator from a southern
college. When asked if he would
consider working at UNH he re
plied, “ Where can I as a black
man make the greatest contribu
tion to my race, in Georgia or
New Hampshire?”

Wednesday morning
7 cats with an out
of sight SO U N D
Sunday - October 27 - 2 PM
Strafford room
and its all free

Tony O'Malley-Keyes, mod
erator o f the W e^esday morning
symposium, expressed hope that
the event would focus on core
problems and decide on a course
of action.
However, about 150 persons
walked out o f Snively Arena after
the first two speeches, ai^arently disillusioned with the morn
ing's presentaticms.
The
morning session heard
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Sym posium
Photos by Waifner, Wedd/eton, Hendrick

field worker* directly involved sity” , where one is not encum
with requisites o f the
with the social problems of the bered
classical education; grades re
state.
Marilyn LeVlne, a member of quirements and degrees.
The lecturer ended his speech
the Office of Economic Opportun
by stating that “ to attack social
ity in Rockingham County, ex
plained that OEO workers “ go problems we must maintain free
out into neighborhoods finding dom of thought in order to seek
and solving problems, but the the truth.”
P rofessor Asher Moore of the
difficulty is that we must at
tack the establishment and their
archaic methods of operation.”
r ' '
Richard Polonsky of the Score
Tutorial program said the pro
gram “ was a place to b e ^ . ”
He replied to Robin Hunter,
a political instructor, “ It’ s a
passive effort, but it’ s a place
of attacking the symptoms.”
Reverend Raymond Hailes of
the
Portsmouth Black United
Front explained he represents
95 percent of the blacks in the
state, and outlined a program
to improve the status of the black
community.
“ We’ re trying to keep kids in
school so they can receive their
diplomas, this includes gettint
scholarships. We want to get
“ To those o f y o u who say y o u
blacks into supervisory positions
in private industry, not just are n ot politically involved, I
menial jobs like housekeeping and say bullshit. ”
operating mill machinery. And
Department
dis
we’ re trying to organize a black Philosophy
agreed. “ The University can
business,” said Haile.
fallow ing the presentations, take a stance of neutrality only
on issues on which the country is
the program converted to a dia
divided,” he said.
logue format.
Dwight Ladd, professor of
Axel
Magnuson,
a history
major, told a member o f the business administration suggestaudience who mentioned the UNH ted, “ We must agree on a defin
budget,
“ This is not a forum ition of what we mean by neu
for your political ideas, the Uni trality. We are not neutral in
choices we make, like
versity budget is not the topic... some
teaching Business Administra
the role of the University is .”
A
few speakers eventually tion instead o f Chinese. Unless
touched on the “ action” aspect the university has unlimited re
of the symposium. One history sources, it must make choices
professor suggested a student and cannot be neutral.”
Rising to the occasion, Robin
exchange program, sending stu
Hunter, instructor of political
dents to poverty areas and dif
ferent ethnic areas not only on a science tore off in rebuttal to
the liberal views of the panel.
national, but also on an inter
Hunter, criticized and questionnational basis. John Preeman,

the head I don’ t want to hear ma
jority rule-minority constraint,!
just want to see another bloody
head beside me,” said Moore.
Asher Moore jumped up and ex
claimed, “ You pay attention to
what’ s Sandy’ s saying, because
he’ s not talking about words, he’ s
talking about blood.”
After the emotions of the aud
ience subsided. Botany P rofess
or Richard Schreiber rose and
asked the panel if perhaps there
weren’ t any answers, breaking
the optimistic balloon of those ex
pecting clear-cut answers.

THE (NEW!)
MEETING HOUSE

SWEATERVILLE U. S. A.
Misses Fine Quality Bermudas
Corduory - $6.99
100% W ool-$ 8 .9 9
Plaids & Solids
All Expertly Taylored
Sizes 6-18

(where A dam met Eve)
Specializing in popular
sandwiches.

Open 10 to 10
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Wednesday afternoon
After a heated morning ses
sion, the Wednesday afternoon
meeting
of the Social C risis
Symposium heard Morton Leav
itt,
Director of Wayne State
University
Medical
School.
The scheduled topic,
“ Is the
University Neutral-Should
it
Be,” was covered by Leavitt in
a lengthy, prepared speech.
Leavitt described a univer
sity as “ bodies of men pur
suing truth, discussing it with
one another and criticizing the
environment with utmost fre e 'Mom.”

Leavitt’s suggestion involved
frf^at is called a “free unlver-
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o
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ed the University’ s policy of neu
trality.
“ Why is the University teach
ing business administration in
stead o f labor £^tation?” asked
Hunter.
“ Every time we produce an ad
ministrator or a teacher or busi
ness expert we are supporting our
own oppressors,” said Hunter.
“ We must decide what side we are
on. The barricades are up, and
we’ re on the top.” “ Agents of lib
eration must be the liberators
themselves,” he said, referring
to Marx.
One member of the audience
brought up the majority ruleminority constraint philosophy.
Sandy Moore, a member of the
Contemporary Issues Commis
sion, directed the idea to the black
situation in the country and on
campus. He explained that we
should remember about major
ity rule-m inority constraint, with
obvious allusions to black power
someday
controlling society.
“ When the man’ s kicking me in
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a senior political science major,
proposed that those interested
in carrying the symposium fur
ther than the existing dialogue
structure leave fiieir name and
address at the Office o f Con
temporary Issues, Room 306,
Schofield Hall.
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Now Thru Oct. 29th

University 'like on Officer’s M ess’; Hunter
by Pete Riviere

students who say, “ He doesn’ t
give us tests. He doesn’ t care
if we read the materials or
take notes or even come to class.
All we have to do is write a paper
or maybe two.”
He replies, “ They’ re worried
they won’ t learn anything because
they don’ t get to memorize the
material and then write it down in
an exam. People who think for
themselves don’ t make good soap
salesmen and the state runs this
university to produce soap sales
men.”
Other
students in Hunter’ s
classes seem concerned that his
lectures have little to do with
political science. I think I can
relate it, but not in a 45 minute
lecture three times a week.”
He continued, explaining that
“ rock and roll, especially the
Stones and the Beatles, has som e
thing to do with politics. Politics
is not seen as a part of social
life when it clearly is .”
At one 9:30 class on Thursday,
Hunter opened up with the r e 
mark, “ If less people got up at
9;30 for this class we could move
into a smaller room. Right now
I feel like I’ m talking to either
the whole universe or to no one
at all.”
He explained to the class that
a reporter from
THE NEW
HAMPSHIRE was in attendance

Robin Hunter may look like a
student activist from Columbia
University but actually he is a
political science instructor, with
a masters degree from Indiana
University.
His philosophy of education re
volves around one main theme:
“ student power” .
He
considers the present
classroom situation a structured
bureaucracy.
“ We’ re getting
training, not education,” he said.
“ Even small classroom s are
bureaucratic structures. There
are two roles: teacher and stu
dent. People are shy, and only
the precocious students speak up
in cla ss,” said the young instruc
tor. “ None dare speak up, except
for some members of the New
Left who tell me, ‘ Hunter, you’ re
crazy’ .”
“ You can’ t learn from ques
tions,
but from
arguments.
There’ s no time for them with
perhaps five minutes of questions
in the middle of a lecture and
maybe five more minutes at the
end,” complained Hunter.
“ My thing is talking to 15
people 10 times a week rather
than three times a week to 240
people. That’ s utopian, but New
Hampshire isn’t as bad as the
larger schools,” he said.
Hunter defends himself against

Robin Huiitar
and quipped, “ THE NEW HAMP
SHIRE seems to have foci on
many different aspects of the Uni
versity, and I guess they consider
me different.”
Hunter thinks, “ Students are
too concerned with traditional
forms of education.”
He reminds them,
“ a pro
fessor can punish through the
grading system. Too many F’ s
and a male student can be draft
ed.
He carried the example further
by comparing the University to an
Army base. “ This place has

(photo by Weddleton)

much in common with a military
operation except that it’ s more
genteel, more like an officer’ s
m ess,” he said.
He then took THE NEW HAMP
SHIRE to task for not printing
“ The Student as Nigger” . “ Their
(THE NEW HAMPSHIRE’ S)policy
is to avoid offending the legis
lature,” he said. “ But the real
problem isn’ t the budget, because
we all know the UNH budget is so
low they (the legislature) can’ t
go any lower. The real problem
is they can’ t give us more money
until they get a new tax.”

Biafron student Vincent Ezeugwu explains crisis in Biafra
by Keith Gardner
—Starts W edcome see

'B A R B A R E L L A '
D o H er T h in g

— Starts Nov. 13th —
'2001 A Space O d y sse y '

“ What do the people of the
United States really know about
Biafra?” asks Vincent Ezeugwu.
Ezeugwu, 28, is a graduate stu
dent living in Babcock Hall, A
business administration major,
he came to the United States and
to UNH in September, 1968.
Spreading a number of copies
of
newspaper clippings from
Africa out on Ms bed, Ezeugwu

explained recently that the crisis
in Nigeria today had its begin
nings many years before the riot
o f January, 1966.
He said Nigeria was form erly
divided
into three independent
sectors: the North, with Hausa
and Fulani tribes; the West, with
the Yorubas; and the East, with
the Ibos.
There was no inte
gration
between the sectors,
E zeugw u noted.

In May, 1966, there was an at
tempt by the northern tribes to
combine the three sectors into
a united Nigeria. The Biafran
said the attempt did not work

Save^iirseat
at your first sit-in.
The trouble with a sit-in is what you sit on. And
that you have to sit on it so long.
Since our thing is keeping you alert mentally,
we’ve had no remedy for other parts of the body
that may fall asleep. Until we invented The Sit-On.
What distinguishes The Sit-On from an ordinary
pillow is a pocket for your NoDoz®.
Which means that now you can sit it out until
the wee hours. Alert from top to bottom.
I want to save my seat. Here’s my $2.00. Send me
The Sit-On. Send check or money order to: NoDoz PilloW,
360 Lexington Avenue, New York, New York 10017.

Send for the Sit-On

N am e_________________________________________ __
AddressCity------

.State.

-Zip.

This offer expires March 3 1 , 1 96 9. Allow 2 to 3 weeks for delivery.

Vincent Ezeugwu
(photo by Weddleton)
because of the strong differences
between the sectors.
On May 30, 1967, Biafran inde
pendence was announced. Since
then a crisis has spread through
Nigeria.
Ezeugwu points out that he is
especially
worried about the
cTisis because his family lives in
Nscukka,
“ a university town
which
Nigeria regards
as a
target, because they feel that
the intellectuals are behind the
Biafran c r is is .”
“ My family might have well
been
killed by the Nigerian
fo rce s,”
said Ezeugwu, who
hasn’ t heard from his family in
several months.
Ezeugwu, who appears to have a
vast
knowledge of
Biafran
history, was disturbed with a
letter recently published in THE
NEW HAMPSHIRE from Mike

Abolaji. “ His allegation that food
sent to Biafra is used to feed the
soldiers is completely imfounded,” he says.
According to Ezeugwu, “ Not
a single report from any of the
relief organizations in Biafra
states that any food meant forinnocent children has been di
verted to the soldiers. In fact,
relief supplies have been stock
piled and used to feed Nigerian
soldiers, according to the Nor
wegian Ambassador in Lagos.”
“ Nigeria has turned down many
proposals for sending food to
civilians,” said Ezeugwu. “ For
example, Biafra accepted a Ni
gerian proposal to have relief
supplies sent in by land routes
provided that a cease-fire was
observed along the routes and
was policed by the six O.A.U,
countries in the mediation com 
mittee and the four African coun
tries that have recognized Biafra.
But Nigeria turned it down.”
“ If a cease-fire is obtained,
the problem of starvation will
be solved in an unexpectedly short
time. I trust my people for that,”
said Ezeugwu,
He also has a clear rebuttal,
point by point, on the other facts
that were brought out by Abolaji,
Asked about the outcome of the
Biafran crisis, the graduate stu
dent said,
“ Nobody will win
the war.
It is a futile war.
It is a war that is not meant to
accomplish anything and will not
accomplish an;^hing.”
“ Nigeria is waging this war
to wipe us out,” said Ezeugwu.
“ It is a well-documented fact
that Nigerians do not want us,
especially Northern Nigerians.”
“ If people reject you, you can
not reject yourself. There is no
other alternative but to fight for
our fatherland.”
“ It might take a long time,
but Biafra will triumph,” said
Ezeugwu.

Murphy featured in Splaine book

I
Bn

Representative Peter J. Mur
phy (D-Dover) will be featured
in a textbook to be published on
New Hampshire government.
Murphy, a UNH senior, rep
resents ^ward three: in Dover.
At the time of his election two
years ago, he was the youngest
legislator in the country.
John Splaine, instructor in edu
cation, is writing the textbook,
designed for use in the state’ s

secondary schools.
A form er
chairman of the social studies
department of Somersworth High
School, Splaine is president of
the New Hampshire Social Studies
Teachers’ Association.
Murphy’ s campaign and politi
cal career will illustrate the in
volvement of young people in
politics throughout the state. The
book is entitled, “ Adventures
in New Hampshire Government” .
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Novice debaters receive aw ard at Wesleyan
UNH novice debaters Charles
Leocha
and Dana
Roberge
received
the best affirmative
team award at a debate tourna
ment at Wesleyan College this
weekend.
Both students are freshmen
who were competing in their first
college tournament. Their total
record was four wins and one

loss.
They defeated Colgate, the Uni
versity
of Rhode Island, St.
John's and Brown Universities,
losing to Wesleyan in the last
round.
Roberge received the third best
speaker award.
A total of 60 debaters, repre
senting 15 schools, competed in

the tournament.
The negative team, also com
peting for the first time, defeated
Trinity College, losing four other
contests. Ken Relihan and Nancy
Campbell were the debaters.
The overall record of UNH for
the tournament was five wins
and five losses, placing the Uni
versity seventh out of a total of

15 schools.
E arlier this year UNH scored
three wins and five losses at a
tournament at the Massachusetts
Institute o f Technology.
UNH
debaters
defeated St. Anselm,
the University of Massachusetts,
and the U.S. Military Academy.
James
Maxwell, a
senior
political
science major, and

Peter
McKone, a sophomore
math major, represented the Uni
versity. Forty schools partici
pated, from as far away as Texas
and California.
Wilbur Sims and William G ilsdorf, instructors in speech and
drama, coach the teams, which
will compete this weekend at
Dartmouth.

The 5bMon dollarcorporation
youprobablyneverheardof.
Funny how big you can get and still remain virtu
ally anonymous.
Somehow weVe managed to do it.
We re a group of over 60 companies, making every
thing from microwave integrated circuits to color televi
sion. And We rank number 9 in the top 500 corporations
in the nation.
Pretty hot stuff for a nobody.
But though you may not recognize our name, may
be the name Sylvania rings a bell.
It’s one of our companies.

£t{uat oppoitunrfy empfoyef

You may even live in one of our telephone company
areas. We operate in 33 states.
So here we are, 5 billion dollars strong, growing all
over the place, and looking for engineers and scientists to
grow wifli us.
Why don’t you think us over with your Placement
Director,
Incidentally, we re known in the communications
field as General Telephone &Electronics.
Pssst.
Pass it on.
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A point for James Farber
Last week a student was told by her were slim.
If this instructor or any faculty member
instructor that if her classroom attitude
did not improve, she would fail the course. is so naive as to think that every student in
The confrontation took place in the in his classroom is there because he likes the
structor's office after an incident during course, then he is completely out of touch.
A s students we must go to lectures
the lecture period. The instructor had
called on the student to answer a question. whether we like them or not. We must
The girl replied that she could not answer listen to what the professor says whether
the question because she had not read the he is right or wrong; whether he is using
assignment. The instructor then asked whe the classroom to expound on his own
ther or not she liked the course. The girl beliefs or not; and whether he is sincere in
his duty as an educator or not.
replied honestly— no.
But if the student has the fortitude to
The teacher then asked that if she did
not like the course why didn't she drop it admit that he disagrees — the professor may
so that someone who did like the course threaten him with an F.
The purpose of grades is to reflect the
could take it. She again told the truth:
she was there only because she needed the student's academic achievement — not dis
credits, and would not drop the course. agreements with his instructor.
Considering the childishness of the in
After the lecture, the instructor told
the girl that if he had any more similar structor in this case, the student should not
incidents, and if her attitude did not be flunked but applauded. The instructor
change, her chances for passing the course should read "The Student as Nigger".

COED CONDEMNS'FRATERNITY PIGS’ ,ADVOCATES THE
To the Editor:
I don't dig writing anonymous letters;
but since most people on this campus
have highly immature attitudes con
cerning sex, I am forced to use an
alias - at least to prevent myself
from receiving undesirable phone calls
from fraternity pigs who are so in
secure about their masculinity that
they feel they must deflower a certain
number of virgins each week, or at
least, grab what they can get. I want
to stress the fact that although I am
a young woman who lacks the t3^ical
pre-marital sexual hang-ups, I do not
believe in exploitation.
One might say that I am an adherent
of free love, but love can only be
truly “ free” when there is no double
standard and when it is both honest
and involves a deep concern for the
other person’ s welfare. It is also no
good when you have to be paranoic
about getting pregnant.
Which brings me to the real purpose
of this letter:
to perform a public
service.
It could be that there is
“ not much demand for the pill” as
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE’ S recent head-

line stated, because a lot
may be nervous about seein
on campus who would m^
turn down a single girl’ s re(
way. For all my fellow do’
females out there who w:
sexually liberated - just cal
PLANNED PARENTHOOD i
229 Berkely Street, (617)
They don’ t care who or wha
They just want to help,
provide you with a list of
gynecologists to choose frc
Boston or New Hampshire ar
will be doctors who also
judge you, but only want t
unhappy pregnancies and
It is very easy and, believe
is no hassle involved. I w;
to an excellent doctor who
an examination, some und
advice and a prescription fo
If you respect yourself,
let yourself get used (whi'
mittedly, sometimes easier
done), the pill can make
life a hell of a lot easier an
Peace
Hes

PILL SHOULD BE AVAILABLE

How about a bitch-in?
If the Social Crisis Symposium did any poverty or racism.
thing this week, it cleared the air. It gave
We should also have a bitch-in. It is
students, faculty members, and administra critical to the progress of this University
tors a chance to let it ail hang out. to "get Its own house in order". And this
The symposium will be criticized because will not be done until people like Scott
it was disorganized and because It got side Johnson, right or wrong, can have public
tracked most of the time. But it still got hearings. Students must have the opportun
students together, it A C T IV A T E D them. ity to get at the administration directly, to
The only other time we have seen that find out what they are doing well and where
many students, that emotional, at one time. they are falling down. Finally it might give
Is at a football game.
students a chance to meet people like Brad
The Social Crisis Commission will be Wilson who just do not exist in New Hamp
criticized because it did not accomplish shire.
what it set out to do. But can anyone
Peter Sylvester, chairman of the Philo
honestly say they thought the symposium
sophy Department, suggested that forums
would define a clear cut role for the
could be held once a month, probably in the
University, or solve the Vietnam war, or
Memorial Union. All the students at the
end racism and poverty?
symposium agreed to this vehemently.
Hopefully there will be more symposiums
A bitch-in would make future sympo
and perhaps they can have a more specific
siums
more rational and effective.
goal, like disucssion of the Vietnam war or

THf N iU H A lirSH IilC

To the Editor:
Dr. Howarth seems to be more con
cerned about the University’ s “ public
image” than in the physical and mental
welfare of the students (here and else
where). The campus maybe conserva
tive, but that has nothing to do with
the sexual activity of the students.
The political views of the students
have nothing to do with their sexual
activity.
As for the “ random sampling of
the students” who favor “ a limited
birth control policy making the pill
available only to students with valid
reasons for wanting them,” what can
be more valid than girls wishing not
to bring an illegitimate child to the
world?
Students who indulge in pre-marital
sex will continue to do so, regardless
of whether or not they are able to use
effective birth control devices. The
mature and realistic coeds will try
to avail themselves of the pill re
gardless of the University’ s public
image.
Most students will certainly not be
frightened away from sex by Dr. Cran
dall’ s threat of cancer! I would like
to know who and how over-indulgence
in sex has ‘ proven’ to lead to cancer.
The pill should be available to any
one who needs it - regardless if she
is married or not.
Kathleen McQuaid

LEAVER AGREES

To the Editor:
Published t\wee weekly during the academic year by the students o f the University of New Hampshire
In a recent
copy of THE NEW
HAMPSHIRE I noted a reference to
BUSINESS
STAFF
EDITORIAL STAFF
painting at Hamilton Smith Hall. I
Business Manager
Andrew Moore am in complete agreement with the
Jonathan Kellogg
Editor-in-chief
Advertising
Manager
Fredrick
Head
John T. Christie
Managing Editor
writer’ s sentiment but would like to
Advertising Associate
Paul McDonnell
point out that we have some finan
ASSOCIATE EDITORS
Circulation Manager
Kevin D. Kennedy
Janice C. Harayda
News and Features Editor
Secretary
JanProulx cial problems.
William Moore
We have been doing some painting
Sports Editor
Administrative Assistant
SandraAhem
Michael Painchaud
Assistant Sports Editor
and are undertaking the program of
STAFF WRITERS
Nicholas Wallner
Photography Editor
doing our own painting rather than
Connie LaFond, Penny Wamock, Grace Pearson, Diane
David Hendrick
Assistant Photography Editor
contracting as we have in the years
LaChance, Gayle Goddard, Mary Clougherty, Barbara
Miguel Justiniano
Sports Photography Editor
past.
Legislative action in the last
Yaeger, Pete Riviere, Robin Snodgrass, Bill Tanguay,
Jonathan Webster
Productions Editor
two bienniums has required us to cut
Marcia Mangold, AUen Huberman, Wayne Worcester,
Patricia Lorange
Copy Editors
back in some areas of maintenance.
Joan Simonton, Donna VanTassell, Pat DeRemer,
Ann Gouvalaris
Rober Davis, Diana Jones, Carol Peterson, Norman
Painting is the easiest to cut out and
STAFF REPORTERS
Vigue, John Foley, Sharon Curran, Keith Gardner,
has
afforded
the University over
Ed Brodeur, Sue Hammond, Pat Broderick, Bruce
Peggy Standish, Kathy Novack, Mark Hamon, George
$100,000 in other areas by this action.
McAdam.
Owen, Dave Plummer, Becky Call, Polly Winter,
However, the day is going to come
Priscilla Flanagan, Donna Eldredge, Paul Bergeron,
PHOTOGRAPHERS
when this painting moratorium will
Glenn
Clark,
Chuck
Slayton,
John
Dpnovan.
Roy Weddleton, James Penhale
catch up with us if we are not on our
Faculty Advisor, Donald M. Murray
toes. This isn’ t the only area in which
All unsigned editorials are by the Editor-in-Chiet
or the Managing Editor.
we have had to curtail operation.
Rather than provide you with a list in
Second-class postage paid at Durham, N. H., 03824 and at additional mailing offices, under the
a letter I would like an opportunity to
Act o f March 8, 1879. Accepted for mailing . . . 1917, authorized September 1, 1918. Total
talk with you or a very reliable re 
porter in order to provide some other
number o f copies printed 7,500. Paid circulation 6,300.
facts which point up the University’ s
Send notice o f undelivered copies on form 3579 to THE NEW HAMPSHIRE, Memorial Union,
curtailment of physical plant activities
Durham, N. H., 03824. Subscription price $5.00 per year.
in order to meet operating costs in view
of budget cuts in Concord.
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EZEUGWU PART II,
CONDEMNS ABOLAJI
(continued from last w
Mr. Abolaji quoted Dr. h
of context from a speech he
to an Ibo Cultural organ!
the late forties.
Dr. Zik
only the most detribalised
(he was the leader of the
tionalist political party - but is among the leading A
still alive - - - his book
in World Politics 1943” an«
niscent Africa.”
As lead<
NCNC he spearheaded Niger!
gle for independence as
country - - - He acceptec
ponement of an independenc
order that Northern Niger!
cians might get prepared ai
Yomba names to some of 1
ren . He speaks just as £
he does Ibo.
He gave up
of Prime Ministership of ^
the eve of independence he could have become if h<
cided to form a coalition g(
with the Action Group Par
interest of maintaining the
Nigeria for the Northern Ni
earlier threatened to sece
Nigeria in 1953 just becaus
southern based parties —
AC were unanimous in the!
for independence in 1956.
continued)
Vincent

Quote o f the wet
“ What a student can leat
four years is very little.”
Robert F. I
Academic V ice-

the University and society

'AND OUTO ut in left field
by John Christie

aders
DISAGREES WITH CHRISTIE,
ADVOCATES HUMPHREY
To the Managing Editor:
This letter was written in response
to Mr. Christie’ s column “ Out In Left
Field” in the October 18 issue of
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Christie refers to the “ new politics”
of the “ politicaUy” late Senator Eu
gene McCarthy. Were Mr. Christie
truly fit to editorialize he would be
well aware that no “ new politics”
exists.
The entire McCarthy surge
was simply a cyclical reinvigoration
of any “ old politics” . A presidential
campaign
similar to
Senator Mc
Carthy’ s emerges once in every gen
eration as is proven by Henry Wallace’ s
Progressive Party effort of 1948 and
Senator Robert LaFollette’ s in 1924.
A
group of liberals arrives on the
scene and decides that it is time for
a great purification of the political
system.
They fail, but many even
tually jump into the political main
stream.
As for the convention Mr. Christie,
what purpose would have been served
had Chairman Albert allowed the
rebellious-minded
Allard
Lowenstein to second the vice-presidential
nomination of Julian Bond? Even you,
Mr. Christie, must be aware that Mr.
Bond was seven years shy of the Con
stitutional requirement to hold the
office of vice-president.
Mr. Christie, you referred to V icePresident Humphrey as
“ the least
o f the three evils.”
Personally, I
believe that no man in the annals of
presidential campaigns has ever been
more qualified to hold this office.
He has proven himself to be both a
capable administrator and an excep
tional legislator. We are all aware
that Hubert Humphrey was the inno
vator of such social programs as the
Peace Corps, the War on Poverty,
Medicare, and the Civil Rights Act of
1964— the most important human rights
legislation in this century. Neither
has Hubert Humphrey lain dormant
on the international scene. He was
personally credited with conceiving the
Food for Peace Program, the Nuclear
Test Ban Treaty and the now ending
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, a s
for Mr. Humphrey’ s Vietnam stand, he
has been a powerful voice in the for
mation of President Johnson’ s foreign
policy.
When he disagreed with the
President, he made known his objec
tion. Should Vietnam still be in tur
moil when Mr. Humphrey takes office,
he will undoubtedly exercise a policy
o f his own.
Believe me, Mr, Christie, never has
one man been responsible for more
change than Hubert Humphrey!
Philip Grand maison

THE BEST QUALFIED
To the Editor:
The role of UNH is not “ to seek
out and find young black students seek
ing a college education and make it
available at low cost to as large a
number as possible,” as Mr. Free
man puts it, but instead is to seek
out the best qualified students, be
they black or white, and offer them
an opportunity for a college education.
No university should select students
merely because they’ re black and“ so cially deprived” .
This is the true
racial prejudice when a university is
forced to select ten percent o f its en
rollment, not because they’ re the best
qualified, but because they are black.
Frank M, Omar

WHO IS GEORGE NAKO?
To the Editor:
I noticed a small niche imderneath
a back stairway in Hamilton Smith
last evening which is being used as
an office for Mr. Nako. What the
hell’ s going on? Is this for real?
Essays taped to the wall, a suggestion
box, and God knows what else! Some
thing must be done!
That niche is
one of the best make-out spots on
campus,

name withheld upon request

The Constitution of the State of
New Hampshire, established in 1783,
states:
“ The people have a right,
in an orderly and peaceable manner,
to assemble and consult upon the com 
mon good, give instructions to their
representatives, and to request of the
legislative body, by the way of petition
or remonstrance, redress of the wrongs
done them, and of the grievances they
suffer.”
On Saturday, November 9,we will have
a chance to do just that.
On that day thousands of people
throughout the state will converge on
the State House Plaza to show their
committment for change and to unite
for that purpose.
These people will bring with them
statements about what concerns them,
the war, racism , poverty. New Hamp
shire education or anything they feel
strongly about. The statements will be
circulated among all the participants

and will be presented to the state
legislators
and the governor-elect,
who will be invited to the meeting.
David Ramsey, co-ordinator of The
New Hampshire Committee for Peace
in Vietnam, is organizing the com
munity meeting. Ramsey requests o r
ganizations and individuals who desire
to submit a statement to mail them to
him before Nov. 4 so he can mimeo
graph them to be distributed in Concord
and presented together.
Ramsey also explained that after the
meeting groups interested in uniting to
promote specific issues will breakup
into workshops to discuss how they can
“ unite for action.”
In eleven days we will have a new
president, but no matter who he is,
Nixon, Humphrey, Wallace, or even
Gene McCarthy, he is not going to solve
all our problems.
If social change
is ever to come to this country it

will take more than a new adminis
tration. It will take community action.
Not only do the people have a right
to instruct their representatives as
the constitution says, but they also have
a duty to do so. Before turning to the
streets for justice why not unite and
use all available legal means to achieve
change?
The community meeting in Concord
will be a challenge to the system. We
will tell our government
“ This is
what we want!”
The meeting also offers a special
challenge to the University. It is a
chance for the students, faculty and
administration of this University to
be a university.
All of us agree we need a larger
budget.
Together we should go to
Concord to show the state our soli
darity for a more reasonable budget
and a better university.

A New Strategy for Peace in Vietnam
National Committee for a Political Settlement in Vietnam
The Vietnam war is the number one
issue on the mind of most Americans,
according to a recent Gallup Poll.
This ceasefire package proposal is
more than a simple offer to be made
once and accepted or rejected by Hanoi.
Rather, it is a strategy to be put for
mally on the negotiating table in Paris
and left there. It deals with both the
moral and political questions faced by
the U,S. in P aris, in Vietnam, at home,
and around the world. It is a strategy
by which the U.S. seizes the politicsd
initiative, whether the offer is immedi
ately accepted or rejected.
Morally it focuses on the human costs
and offers the earliest possible end of
the fighting. Since we have stated that
we do not seek a military victory and
that a negotiated settlement is the only
solution in Vietnam, it is morally in
defensible to continue the killing of Am
ericans and Vietnamese through long,
protracted negotiations, as in Korea.
And it does not abandon South Vietnam

We call on our government to adopt
the following program:

C E SSA T IO N OF B O M B IN G
As a first step to achieve the cease
fire and break the deadlock in Paris,
the U.S.
should halt all bombing o f
North Vietnam now and without con
ditions in the e^ectation of a response
from Hanoi, assuring full air and other
protection to our ground forces in the
south. However, ending the bombing
alone will not end the killing. If each
de-escalatory step is to take months
to negotiate, the fighting could go on
for years, as in Korea. Therefore,
we urge that the ceasefire offer be put
on the table accompanying the bombing
halt.

IM M E D IA T E C E A S E F IR E
The U.S. should put on the table at
Paris an offer for an immediate stand
still ceasefire supervised by an inter
national peacekeeping corps.
Recognizing the existence o f a m ili
tary stalemate, both sides should cease
trying to gain military advantage to
improve their bargaining position in
the negotiations.
Upon agreement to the ceasefire, both
sides would adopt defense positions and
conduct no further offensive actions.
Local
incidents o f non-compliance
would not justify departure from the
ceasefire in other areas. Free move
ment of trade, civilians and unarmed
military personnel would be permitted.
Areas o f de facto military control
would be recognized and respected with
each side remaining in control of the
area it holds imtil a freely elected
government assumes control of the
country.

to either communist or military dicta
torship.
If the offer is accepted, a major step
has been taken toward an end o f the war
and a fair political settlement.
If it is rejected, the proposal can be
the basis for a strong diplomatic of
fensive, urging our allies and Hanoi’ s
to press for acceptance. And with a
strong psychological offensive, pub
licizing the offer throughout North and
South Vietnam, it would become in
creasingly difficult for the other side
to justify its rejection to their soldiers
and their people.
The proposal offers a constructive
program for a settlement o f the war
which does not mean victory or sur
render by either side. It may gain the
acceptance of the other side because it
gives them the right to participate fully
in the political life of South Vietnam and
the opportunity to pursue their goals
by
political,
rather than military
means— a right denied to them since the

The Ceasefire Strategy
E X P A N SIO N OF N E G O T IA T IO N S
Saigon, Hanoi, and the N.L. F. refuse
to recognize each other officially. All
three must join in negotiations before
a
satisfactory settlement
can be

P E A C E K E E P IN G CO RPS
To oversee and guarantee the cease
fire and the political settlement which
follows, a neutral multilateral peace
keeping corps should be formed. It
could be made up o f the present Inter
national Control Commission with the
addition o f representatives from Asian
nations.
The Peacekeeping Corps would es
tablish and staff listening posts in pro
vince
capitals and district towns
throughout South Vietnam to receive re
ports of any violations and make recom 
mendations for their solution by major
ity rule, rather than the unanimity re 
quired by the Present I.C.C.

FR EE E LEC T IO N S
The composition o f the government
and whether or not there should be a
coalition should not be imposed but
should be resolved by the people them
selves in new elections to be held as
promptly as possible. In these elec
tions, all political groups, including
neutralists, Buddhists, the National
Liberation Front and others, must be
free to organize and run candidates.
Both sides must agree to accept the re
sults of such an election.
Since neither Saigon nor the N.L.F.
would accept the jurisdiction of the
other in administering fair and honest
elections, an electoral commission
should be established for this purpose,
with international representatives, plus

repressive Diem regime.
Whoever wins control of the country
by free elections, we have fulfilled our
committment to assure the right of
the South Vietnamese to choose their
leaders peacefully and freely. At the
same time, we can help in nonmilitary
ways to encourage broadening the gov
ernment by supporting the neutralist
and democratic elements in the coun
try, such as the trade unions and re
ligious groups. We can help bring
about land reform and other needed
social and economic reform s.
There are only two ways to break
the deadlock in Paris — by force or
by political means. We have rejected
military escalation.
Therefore, we
urge the adoption of this cease-fire
program as a sound political strategy
to end the killing and achieve a just
and stable settlement of this tragic
and costly war and set a pattern which
can prevent future Vietnams.

representatives of the major political
factions within South Vietnam. This
comm ission would have jurisdiction
over the administration of the elec
tions, giving maximum assurance of
a free choice.
Before tie International Peacekeep
ing Corps leaves, the new government
should make explicit assurances of
protection o f minorities against repri
sals, thus averting the problem of
large numbers of refugees fleeing the
country, as well as preventing the mur
der o f opponents of the winning side.

LAND REFO RM PROGRAM
To give the South Vietnamese a
stake in their own future, an extensive
and fimdamental land reform program
should immediately give title to the
tenants farming the land, and provide
compensation to land owners.
This
should be undertaken now.
There is no need to wait for a cease
fire or political settlement. No greater
lever exists for achieving a negotiated
settlement in Paris. Such a reform
would be the first convincing demon
stration of Saigon’ s ability to carry
out a democratic social revolution,
and to attack Viet Cong support at its
grass roots.
If the Communists continue their
avowed
“ talk-fight” strategy, this
program would help the South Vietnam
ese to build an army which could take
on an increasingly greater share of the
fighting and thus de-Am ericanize the
war. This would be not merely a bigger
army, but a better army, genuinely
motivated because its rank-and-file
troops would have a meaningful stake
in the society to defend.
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Review

Jackson play opens Theatre season
Editor's Note: All reviews will
be done by Rasheed Gbadamosi,
an economics major working for
an M.A.
Associate P rofessor John Ed
ward’ s
adaptation of Shirley
Jackson’ s novel, “ We Have Al
ways Lived in the Castle’ ’ opened
the 1968-69 theatre season at
Hennessy Theatre Wednesday
night. The play runs until Nov
ember 3 and the admission price
is $1.50.
This
dramatization
sticks
rather faithfully to the novel, a
1962 best-seller, about “ black
magic, witchcraft, and spell
binding supernatural pow ers.’ ’ A
devilish girl,
Mary Katherine
Blackwood, narrates the story.
She has spitefully poisoned her

unloved, gentry family with ar
senic, sparing her sister Con
stance, whom she loves. She then
prevails on Constance to se
quester
themselves from the
hostile world outside.
Meanwhile, Uncle Julian, a
senile, crippled old man and the
survivor of the mass murder is
is hopelessly struggling to fin
ish a book about the incident.
A cousin, Charles, attempts
to
sneak into
and open the
world of the three Blackwoods.
But the mischevious Mary Kath
erine drives him out by setting
the house on fire.
Uncle Julian dies and the two
sisters
finally and stubbornly
shut themselves up inside their
looted and ruined castle. The

M U SO plans nine concerts
by Tim M<^onaid
A committee has been organ
ized to arrange a program of
annual folk and jazz festivals
at UNH.
The project, sponsored by the
Memorial Union Student Organi
zation, would sponsor a folk festi
val in the fall and a jazz festi
val in the spring, in conjunction
with a series of seven other
concerts throughout the year.
MUSO members call the pro
gram “ Seven plus Two’ ’ .
“ What we’ re tr 3dng to do is
set up an institution that would
provide students with consistent
entertainment at consistently low
p rices,” explained Doug P eters,
committee chairman.
Peters said the project was not
designed to make money and that
breaking even would be consid
ered a financial su ccess.
He
expressed hope that each concert
ticket would cost less than $2.
The committee hopes to set

up the “ Sevenplus Two” schedule
a year in advance. The schedule
would contain a variety of con
certs by popular groups, as well
as more cultural activities, such
as the performance o f a sym
phony orchestra.
On Oct. 4, students from cam
pus organizations met with a
representative of the Newport
Folk Festivals to discuss a pos
sible folk program for the Uni
versity.
At an Oct. 18 meeting students
discussed <organizing and finan
cing the project, emphasizing the
need for student support.
Peters believes the activities
should pay for themselves once
they becom e established.
He
added that if all goes well, “ Seven
plus Two” wiU take place next
year.
He said MUSO is now planning
a large concert for the end o f this
year, which would laimch the
venture.

Next to Ogunquit Playhouse
Italian Food — Steaks
Everyday Special $1.95
Cocktails • Dancing
Entertainment Friday and Saturday
Reservations: 646-7071
Open Ail Year
Monday — Saturday 5 pm -1 am

MEET

JAMES KEEFE
Candidate for U.S. Congress
Monday, October 28
Carroll Room , M U B, 9:00-10:30 A.M .
Coffee and Donuts will be served

COLLEGE CORNER RESTAURANT
Open 7AM to 10PM
Sun. SAM to 10PM
Tel 868-9811
This weekend special — TAKE OUT
For those on the go — Phone ahead-it will be ready
when you are
lb. Roast Stuffed Chicken/w gravy
Homemade baking powder biscuits — butter
$1.95
or
Spaghetti with Veal cutlett, Parm. cheese

mini-saga has a gripping end
ing I would rather withhold.
Mary Katherine’ s pranks are
hard to accept as instances of
witchcraft in the play, and this
is perhaps the major weakness.
Rather,
her motives are best
e}q)lained as a reaction against
an indulgent upbringing which
she has resolved to destroy and
bury. Yet the undercurrents of
incestuous lesbianism between
the two sisters are somewhat
disturbing.
Margaret HaU gleefully por
trays Mary Katherine. Virgin
ia Russell as Constance Black

wood is exquisite and genteel,
and there seems little doubt
Miss
Russell will succeed in
the
theatrical
world. David
Corey plays Uncle Julian con
vincingly.
He has the most
powerful voice on the stage.
Steve Wood as Cousin Charles
does not appear as ruthless as
the part demands.
Neverthless
Gilbert Daven
port’ s setting is a fine design
o f decaying grandeur. John Ed
ward’ s direction is imaginative
in parts, and if not particularly
ghoulish, it is in the spirit of
Halloween.

Hometoming openhouses suaesshil
by George Owen
A loud band and 64 couples
at Engelhardt Hall demonstrated
during Homecoming Weekend that
the open house policy at UNH
has a chance.
According to Douglas Stevens,
president of Engelhardt Hall, “ It
was quite a su ccess...a good step
toward having them on a fairly
regular basis. I don’ t think this
haU could afford too many week
ends like the one put on this
weekend,” he added.
Gibbs, Sawyer, and Stoke also
conducted open houses during
Homecoming Weekend. Assistant
Dean of Students Ruth Hurley
said although reports were not
complete, her overaU impression
was that everything went fine.
She stressed the fact that social
activities were also a part of
the University education and that
the
open house policy adds to
this education.
The only rules regulating the
Engelhardt open house were that
a house officer be present on
each floor, that a social event
be conducted, and that a majority
o f the hall vote in favor of the
event. All but seven signatures
were acquired in favor of the
open house at Engelhardt.
The open house began at 8:00
p.m. Each coed entered the front
door and signed the guest book.
All doors, besides the frontdoor,
were locked.
The idea o f signing, said Stev
ens, “ was a good idea in the sense
that we keep out people we don’ t
know.”
P rior to the dance, all the
chairs in the lounge were moved
into the corrid or. Stevens noted
that the siz e of the lounge p re
sented a problem.
“ It is so
small that it is impossible to hold
a full house meeting,” he r e 
marked.
During the open house the men
were allowed to bring their dates
up to their room s. The doors
remained completely open.
As president of Engelhardt and
as president o f RHAC, Stevens
said, “ The concept of a r e si
dence hall is a total living ex
perience not just aplace to sleep.
This kind of activity adds another
aspect.”
Stevens said freshmen seemed
to appreciate the open house more
than any other group, prim arily
The Rob Hope jazz group will
present a free concert Oct. 27
at 2 p.m. in the Strafford Room
of the Memorial Union.
The
Memorial Union Student Organi
zation will sponsor the event.

because it provided a social event
sim ilar to the fraternity party.
Freshman men may not attend
fraternity events.
Stevens suggested some imp
lications concerning the role of
the fraternity and the new found
freedom of the hall. Due to the
expansion o f social activities for
halls, pressure will be taken off
the Greeks, he suggested. He
said that the halls cannot be as
liberal as the fraternities in such
matters
as drinking, but the
dorms will provide a great deal
for the student socially.
He went on to say that because
of the halls’ new found freedom
of social activities, the frater
nities might possibly dedicate
themselves more than before to
service.
At 12:55 a.m.
the visiting
coeds and their dates were r e 
minded
that the open house
ended at one. Almost everyone
had left by that time.

by Kathleen Novak
The Housing Office has not de
cided whether a new hall behind
Hubbard
will house men
or
women.
“ The probability is that there
will be some of each,” said John
Curtis,
assistant director of
housing.
The new hall will be ready for
occupancy in September, 1969.
It is the first of three sim ilar
housing units to be built in that
area.
The building will house ap
proximately 450 students and will
be built in three sections.
Two parts will be four stories
high, and the third will be a tower
ten stories high. The haU will
becom e the tallest building on
campus.

Eng.

—

Student Nurses
The Students Nurses’ A ssoci
ation w ill hold a meeting Wed
nesday, Oct. 30, at 6:30 p.m. in
Hamilton Smith 129. One of the
members will show slides and
discuss her summer adventures
in A frica. Refreshments will be
served after the meeting.

Young Republicans
The Young Repuolicans will
hold a reception for C ongress-

12 different beer styles

Glass pub mugs at the special

$1.50
Epicurean delight: our roast b eef sand, on an onion roll .80
Pastromi on a bulky roll or pumpernickle bread .65

man James Cleveland, Monday,
Oct. 28, from 3 to 4 p.m . in the
Carroll-Belknap Room of the
MUB. Cleveland is campaigning
for his fourth term in the U.S.
House of Representatives. He
will hold an informal question
and answer session for aU in
terested students.

"The Student
As Nigger”
MUSO announces that copies
of
“ The Student as Nigger” ,
are available at the MUB main
desk beginning today, Friday,
Oct. 25.
Due to the interest
generated
about this article,
MUSO
has made it available
to all students for free.

UNH Chess Oub

price o f $1

Tossed salad — Italian dressing
Garlic Bread

Designed by Ulrich Franzen
and Associates, it is being built
by the Harvey Construction Com
pany of Manchester at a cost of
$3,000,000, including furnish
ings.
It will be red brick and will
be designed “ on a more intimate
basis for closer social and edu
cational rapport among the stu
dents,” according to Curtis.
The hall will contain a lounge
for each group of eight room s,
and a suite for a professor and
his family, who will live in the
haU.
The professor may hold
meetings,
conferences,
and
seminars with the students.
The room s wiU be unusual
shapes, rather than traditional
rectangles, and the furniture will
be designed to complement the
room shapes.

Bulletinhoard

English Inn-Sign mugs (with In n history)
Special from

A young Greek graduate stu
dent, who received a degree in
agriculture from the University
in 1967, is the first recipient
of an annual $2,000 scholarship
established by a form er P orts
mouth resident of Greek an
cestry.
Demetrius “ Jim” Katsoulis,
24, son o f an Athens poultry
producer, will study avian m icro
biology in the Animal Sciences
Department here with the sub
stantial assistance o f the Con
stantine A. Petmezas Scholar
ship.
Petmezas, who came to the U.S.
as a young man, was graduated
from UNH in 1919 with a degree
in agriculture.
He becom e a
United Fruit Co. executive and
lived for many years in Central
and South Am erica but considered
Portsmouth as his home.
The donor died three years ago
and the executors of his will have
set up the scholarship in ac
cordance with his wishes. The
residue of the Petmezas estate
went into a fund to establish it.
According to P rof. Nicholas
F. C olovos, Ritzman Laboratory,
animal nutritionist and a friend
of Petmezas’ , the scholarship
will provide Greek nationals who
have graduated from accredited
universities or coUeges with fi
nancial assistance for advanced
study.
There is no restriction on the
field which the student elects.
The recipient must, however,,
demonstrate proficiency in Eng
lish and be admitted to UNH
under the University’ s exchangevisitor program, ensuring he will
return to Greece on completion
of his program.

Men and Women may share dorm

BEER MUGS

Authentic German mugs —

Greek student
owarded $2000
scholarship

THE RB) C A R P n
Open Fri. nights'til 9

The UNH Che^s Club w ill hold
an organizational meeting Tues
day, November 5 from 1 t o 3 p.m.
in the Senate Room of the MUB.
O fficers will be elected and ac
tivities will be planned for the
coming year.
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Buckley demands course attendance rules be abolished
Student political activist Jack
Buckley this week demanded the
abolition of two student rules
dealing with class attendance.
He opposes rule 10:11 which
states:
“ Every student is ex
pected to accept responsibility
for satisfactory attendance in
each course for which he is
registered.”
“ What constitutes satisfactory
attendance shall be determined
by the instructor,” the rule con
tinues.
Buckley also criticizes rule
10.5 which says that instructors

may report absences to the ap
propriate dean.
“ It should be up to the stu
dent himself, and not the instruc
tor, to decide when or whether
to attend cla ss ,” he said.
Buckley, a jimior, continued,
“ Since the student is paying for
the course, he should be the one
to determine whether or not it is
worth going to.”
Form erly president oftheUNH
Young Democrats, the student
now is chairman o f the Campus
Americans for Democratic A c
tion, the collegiate affiliate of

the Americans for Democratic
Action.
“ It's a waste of a student’ s
time to be in a class if he can
not be motivated or motivate
himself to learn,” he said.
The student eontinued, “ Many
times he becom es bored and
possibly has a right to become
bord,
because what is being
talked about is quite useless to
him.”
Buckley said if students must
live with the results of a decision,
they should be the ones to make
it. If the University is to be an

effective force for social change,
it
must allow its students to
achieve maturity during their
undergraduate work.
“ We must have the opportunity,
and we must have the respon
sibility to make choices, real
choices, and to make them on the
basis o f what we want,” he said.
“ Responsibility, in this sense,
means freedom to choose. If we
are to mature, then the areas in
which we may choose must in
crease.
In order to take r e 
sponsibility for the direction of
our lives, we must have the power

to set the direction,” he said.
He
maintained that student
power is the insistence o f stu
dents on participating in their own
education.
Buckley, who is president of the
Dover YD’ s, made local headlines
recently when he broke with the
local Democratic organization to
endorse
Sen. McCarthy
for
President. He has since refused
to support Hubert Humphrey.
There is a rumor spreading
around that the new Durham Shop
ping Center will have a liquor
store. Now that’ s p rogress*___

^Jxeight of^hshion.

r„

ou could
see them on the
streets of New York.
Men, women— even
children.
It was the height of fashion in
the garment Industry in those
days to carry home huge bundles
of work.
And that was after a full day
of work!
A day off? There was no such
thing. At that time.
Work pursued employees
around the clock— at home or

In the shop.
Happily, times have
changed.
Garment workers
can now enjoy
their homes, paid
holidays and vacations, their
families and friends.
Seems like a million years ago
— the era of the seven-day week
and the $5 weekly paycheck.
Todav, we 450,000 members
of the ILG W U — 80% of us
women— have achieved security,
fair wages, decent working
conditions, tlie dignity of a voice
In our conditions of employment
and a position of respect in our
communities.
This progress has helped
raise standards of working and
living throughout the entire
community as well as the
nation itself.

The ILG W U label, sewn Into
ladles’ and children’s garments.
Is our signature. Look for it
the next time you shop.
It Is your guarantee that the
clothing you buy was made by
skilled craftsmen in a shop
reflecting the best American
standards and traditions.
If you’d like some Interesting
(and brief) reading plus many
fascinating historic pictures, send
for our 64-page publication
entitled “ Signature of 450,000.”
GPO,
Box 1491,
N.Y., N.Y.

10001,

Dept. CD-20
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Splaine fells teachers ’listen to the child'
by Allen Huberman
John Splaine, a former teacher
at Somersworth High School, be
lieves a teacher must be a lis
tener.
“ Listen to the child. We put
ourselves in the position of God.
Let’ s
strip ourselves o f the
image,” he said.
“ Children love to talk,” con
tinued Splaine, a member of the
Elementary Education Depart
ment here. “ Young people want
to learn about their existence.
They make you think of things
you never thought of before.”
He believes a teacher must
first be a “ good” person before
teaching others. “ He should have
a concern for people and must be
able to love them,” Splaine said.
— Splaine doesn’ t like formal
teaching. “ I do very little with

lecture,” he remarked.
“ It’ s
just a method of one person telling
another person. It’ s an egobooster.”
“ The teacher should be a mem
ber of the class. Students can
react any way to me,” he said,
“ favorably, unfavorably, even
violently.”
An advocate of using contro
versial media, Splaine discusses
such topics as sex in education
and religion in the classroom with
his students, often bringing in
films on the subjects.
“ I feel children learn in two
ways,” he remarked. “ First,
by relevant and controversial
ways, and second, with material
they enjoy.”
His class. Elementary Educa
tion 741, is a course within the
larger course. Principles of Edu-

cation, 757. The form er meets
for seven weeks and is part of
the block program. Designed for
education majors, it presently
has 40 students, of which 39 are
females.
The one male, who plans to
teach at the third to fifth grade
level,
says he doesn’ t mind
being the only male in the class.
“ I’ m used to it,” he remarked,
“ and the course is good.
It
acquaints
us with different
things.”
Splaine recently showed the
class a picture of a policeman
leading a lost child to his par
ents. He told the students that
it was used in the Chicago ghetto
school system. When he asked
for comments, one coed remark
ed, “ That’ s ridiculous. All the
people are white.”
“ Why does the policeman have
a gun?” asked another.
“ The
people are too well
dressed,” responded a third stu-

John Splaine
(photo by Weddleton)
dent.
“ Isn’ t that a beautiful
tree for a ghetto?”
Splaine then asked the class,
“ How would you handle lying in
the classroom ? Pretend you are
the teacher, what would you do?”
He enjoys interaction with his

students. His congenial person
ality
and enthusiasm tend to
create a challenging atmosphere,
students say.
“ Destroy the teacher as a d ic tator,” Splaine maintains.
“ When kids are young they are
eager to go to school,” remarked
Splaine. “ The little boy jumps
into the car in the morning. ‘ Come
on Daddy, let’ s go!’ Are you sure
you want to go to school, asks
his father?
‘ Of course,’ • his
young son replies. But by the
time he reaches the ninth grade,”
Splaine continued,
'“ you say,
‘ Tom! Tom! Aren’ t you getting out
of bed?’ ”
Commenting on his course, one
coed said, “ This is one of those
classes I reaUy get excited about.
I probably bore my friends to
death about it.”
“ It’ s heartbreaking,” another
student remarked as the two hour
class ended,
“ there’ s never
enough time in the class*”

Vietnam costs and government spending
put the squeeze on financial aids programs
by Ed Brodeur

IPyousmoKgcienRETTEsyououe
IT TOyOURSELF TOTRy TIWLET5.
REU PROm mURIEU CIERRS

“ It’ s going to be a lean year
for many students, and families,
who are counting on scholar
ships, grants, and loans to help
college costs next year,” re
porter Richard Martin said in an
article in “ The Wall Street Jour
nal” last spring.
But according to Mrs. Jane
Stearns of the Financial Aids
Office, Martin’ s prediction was
overly pessim istic, at least from
the point of view of this Uni
versity.
Martin said college students
throughout the country are feeling
the money “ squeeze” from their
two major sources of financial
assistance:
the schools them
selves and the Federal govern
ment.
“ In recent years,” according
to Martin,
“ schools’ own aid
funds haven’ t grown as fast as
enrollments and tuition costs, but
Federal
money from student
loans and grants has been taking
up much of the slack.
Now,
however, Vietnam war costs are
forcing sharp cutbacks in these
and other government expendi
tures, and many schools are
finding
themselves
short of
money for strapped students.’ ^
“ I think UNH is going to in
creasingly feel the squeeze in
Federal funds,” Mrs. Stearns
said. “ But our board of trus
tees have kept pace with the
increases
in tuition with in
creases in tuition grant money.”
“ I’ m not saying we have enough
money.
Fluctuations in tuition
are more likely to bring about
increases in grant funds than
increases in room and board, but
the situation is not getting any
w orse,” she explained.
From 1966 to 1967, National
Defense Student Loans increased

only $3000. This is a small in
crease considering increases in
education
costs in the same
period, Mrs. Stearns believes.

The increase of funds
“ The increase of funds in the
National Defense Student Loans
does not appear to be keeping
pace with increases in cost and
enrollment,” Mrs. Stearns said.
When asked if the C-student
would be the one most seriously
effected
by these cuts, Mrs.
Stearns said, “ Absolutely, cate
gorically not.”
“ We try not to hurt any one
group
by these cuts. Tuition
grants and Educational Oppor
tunity grants are based on need,
not marks,” she said.
She explained that the cut-off
point for “ gift money” to fresh
men is a 1.8 accumulative point
average at the end of his second
semester. Thereafter a 2.0 is
necessary.

Married students
Married students who have not
benefited
from financial
aid
before marriage may have diffi
culties getting assistance.
“ We don’ t penalize students
for getting married.
We will
continue to help students if we
have helped them in the pa!ist,
but we don’ t subsidize mar
riages,” Mrs. Stearns said.
The financial aid director for
Cornell University has said, “ A
youngster from a poverty back
ground can get in and get a pretty
full scholarship package if he’ s
smart enough, but we’ ve got so
many eminently qualified appli
cants from families whose in
com es
range from $8,000 to
$15,000, that a lot of them won’ t
be able to make it here if their
parents haven’ t really sacrificed
and
saved to
send them to
college.”

jra n x j:S E L
CERES

S T ., P O R T S M O U T H
thru Nov. 2

'TH E OWL A N D THE P U S S Y C A T "
(Broadways laugh riot)

by Bill Manhoff
directed by Bernard Hiatt
Performances every Thurs. — Fri. — Sat.
a t 8 :3 0 P.M.
AH Tickets $3.00, Students $2 .0 0

Make Reservations Early
431-6660

In New Hampshire, a program
is available to assist students
from middle income fam ilies.
The large group of students who
fall in this middle income group
is eligible for assistance through
HELP (Higher Education Loan
Flan), M rs. Stearns said.
Any student who is a resident
of New Hampshire and is at
tending, or has been accepted for
enrollment in, an eligible institu
tion, and whose annual adjusted
family
income is
less than
$15,000, is eligible for aid from
HELP.
A student may apply for HELP
at his local bank. He does not
begin paying the four per cent
interest until nine months after
graduation.
Mrs.
Steams
and Richard
Craig of Financial Aids review
every application for financial
assistance.
“ Every application represents
a student and the least we can do
is consider it,” Mrs. Stearns
said.

Ted SneU named
Alumnus magazine
business manager
The
University has named
Edward “ Ted” Snell of Rochester
to the post of alumni activities
director and business manager
of the New Hampshire Alumnus
magazine.
Snell, a native of Lisbon, and a
1962 graduate of the University,
has for several years been Straf
ford County 4-H youth devel
opment agent in the Cooperative
Extension Program. He form erly
held a sim ilar post in Sullivan
County.
As alumni activities director,
Snell will serve under UNH
Director of Alumni Affairs Bur
nell V.
Bryant, and will co
ordinate statewide as well as outof-state alumni efforts on behalf
of the University.
He will serve existing class and
club organizations o f alumni as
well as assist in the formation
of new support groups.
The University now has some
26.000
living alumni
in this
country and abroad, with about
10.000 located in New Hampshire.
In his new post, Snell will also
co-ordinate student-alumni af
fairs and introduce new alumni
to the work of the UNH Alumni
Association.
Married to the former Carleen
Lyndes, Snell is an Army veteran
and lives with his wife and two
children at 4 Hussey Street, Ro
chester.
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Cross country is an 'obsession’

by Mike Painchaud
Asst. Sports Editor

“ Sometimes I stop and say,
‘ What the hell am I doing this
for?*
But when I think of the
self-satisfaction I get out of
what I put into running, then it’ s
all worth it,”
In these words Captain Bob
Vanier summed up the feeling of
the Wildcat C ross Country team
about a sport that has been des
cribed by Doug Hardin of Har
vard’ s squad as “ hardly a sport,
but more of an obsession.’ ’
C ross country can indeed be
accurately
termed an “ ob
session.” A race of anywhere
from 2.5 to 6 miles, through
fields, up and down hills, over
brooks, and in conditions of all
kinds, it requires a total com 
mitment to hard work. It is in
short, a challenge.
The design of cross country is
very simple. It is a race over
a course that varies in physical
appearance
from school
to
school. Since the courses are all
different there are no general
records for cross country, only
course records.
Scoring in cross country is de
termined by the finish o f the top
five runners on each team. A
first place finish is worth one
point, a second is worth two, and
etc.
Thus the team with the
lowest number of points wins.
The idea of cross country ac
cording to Wildcat Coach Paul
Sweet is '“ to try for a good posi
tion.
To get to the finish in
the quickest time and to beat as
many people as possible.”
Paul Sweet, C ross country
coach at UNH for 44 years knows
well the challenges of cross coun
try and the type of person who a c-

Booters win 4-2
Dave
Parker of Goffstown
scored three goals Tuesday, one
more than Coach Walt Welland’ s
soccer team scored in their first
six games, to lead the Wildcats
to a 4-2 victory over St. Anselm
College at Manchester.
It was a big win for New Hamp
shire, who had to come from be
hind to win their second game
against four loses and a tie. The
Hawks
from Manchester now
stand at 2-7.
St. Anselm nearly ran away
with the contest in the first per
iod as they opened up a quick
2-0 lead.
The Hawks scored
Hrst at 13:31 of the stanza on a
goal by Rob Roach. Art Lungren, who assisted on Roach’ s
goal, tallied the second and what
proved to be the final Hawk goal,
minutes later when a UNH penalty
gave the Manchester team a free
kick.
The Wildcats came on strong
in the second stanza, scoring
one goal and pressing Hawk
goalie Frank White hard. Dave
Parker scored the first of his
three goals unassisted at 17:40
to set the halftime score at 2-1.
Welland’ s booters reaUy broke
loose in the third period as
they penetrated the Hawk defense
three times, Marios Evriviades
assisted Parker on his second
goal 47 seconds after the start
of the half to tie up the score.
Five minutes later Parker got his
third score and New Hampshire
took the lead.
Parker scored
on a corner shot with an assist
from Kris Durmer. John Rent
tallied the final goal of the game
in the dying moments of the
period to set the score at 4-2.
The scoreless final stanza was
a battle between the Hawk offense
and New Hampshire’ s defense.
St. Anselm pressed hard but
Cat goalie Bill Hill shut them
out to Insure the victory.
Hill had an outstanding after
noon in the nets and was credited
with 20 saves. White of St. An
selm was equally effective ex
cept for the third period, and
picked up 18 saves.

THRILL OF VICTORY—Capt. Bob Vanier (left) embraces Ev
Dunklee and Wildcat mascot following cross country victory against
URI, in their moment of self-satisfaction.
(photo by Justiniano)
cepts those challenges.
“ The
successful cross country runner
is an individualist,” said the
white haired mentor. “ He reacts
to situations and gets a kick out
of doing something not every one
can do. He finds pleasure, not
in doing what is grueling, but in
having done it.”
The members of Sweet’ s cross
country team are meeting chal
lenges of their “ obsession” this
season.

The Wildcats are largely a
senior team, with five seniors on
the squad. They include Captain
Bob Vanier, Ev Dunklee, Rick
Bell, Jack Greenbaum, and Duke
Wear. Larry Martin, Tom Smart,
Dick Traister, and Art Tall man
are the team’ s juniors, while
Bob
Jarrett, Pete Dascoulias,
John Foley and Dave Richardson
are sophomores.
The 13 Wildcats, who spend
much of their
time jogging

Hoop team begins practice
by Bruce McAdams
Staff Reporter
Basketball practice started
last week. Coach Bill Haubrich
is looking for a definite improve
ment over last year, the worst
in UNH basketball history.
Junior transfer Paul Shepard
should give theWildcats the hust
ling playmaker they lacked last
year, but had two years ago when
Tuffy Clark and Joe Rahal played,
Rah^ is still eligible, but medi
cal reasons keep him from play
ing.
He had a detached retina
and although a corrective opera
tion was successful, doctors ad
vised him not to play basketball.
According to Haubrich, the
team has a real good attitude
despite last year’ s record of one
win and 22 losses. He said that
they work hard in practice and
have a chance at pulling some
upsets.
Haubrich picked Rhode Island
as the pre-season favorite to win
the Yankee Conference title.
They have three junior college
transfers to replace their lost
letter men.
Massachusetts and
Connecticut
are also
strong
and these top three teams will
probably
dominate
the other
three.
Vermont will have a slight edge
on
Maine and New Hampshire
since they have a veteran team.
Overall the conference is not as
strong as in the past and UNH
has a chance of moving up from
last place.
The coach said that this year’ s
team would be a rimning, hustling
ball club. They will press more
than last year and Haubrich feels
he has better personnel with
which to do this.
Player
Phil Blum
George Branscombe
Tom Cushman
Frank Davis
Dan Dutton
Robert Fisk, Jr,
Tom Foley
Bob Glover
Brian Horan
Larry Johnston
John Kimble
Don Lamothe
Scott Sargent
Dick Schavone
Paul Shepard
John Stevens
Doug Wilson

Height
6’ 6”
5’ 10”
6’ 3”
6’ 4”
5’ 8”
6’ 1”
6’ 1”
6’ 5”
6’ 2”
6’
6’ 3”
6’ 2”
6’ 3”
5’ 10”
6’ 2”
6’ 5”
6’ 5”

Referring to running and the
press Haubrich said, “ Without
these two I’ m afraid it will be a
long season.”
However he felt that if the
Wildcats
could build up some
co n fid e n ce b y winning a cou p le

o f early games they would be
tough for the rest of the year.
In almost all of their games
this year the Wildcats will be
the smaller team. Haubrich r e 
alizes this lack of height will
be a problem, but he feels he
has enough big men to compete
against New England teams.
UNH has a three-game Christ
mas trip to the South scheduled.
This will probably be the only
time all year that they will be
playing out of their class. F lori
da State, Jacksonville, and Stet
son are rated among the top teams
in the Southeast.
Haubrich is
looking forward to playing these
strong teams, if just for the ex
perience his team will get.
Besides Rahal, who is helping
coach the freshman team, Jeff
Bannister will also be missing
from this year’ s squad. He has
decided to concentrate on track
in hopes of making the 1972
Olympic squad as a decathalon
perform er.
The opening game for UNH will
be at home December 2 against
the University of Maine. This
date
wil also mark the dedi
cation of the Field House to the
memory of Carl Lundholm, for
mer director of athletics here.
Haubrich will probably pick
his starting five out of these
eight:
Paul
Shepard, Frank
Davis, Phil Blum, Spunky Brans
combe,
Tom Cushman, Bob
Glover, Scott Sargent, and Doug
Wilson.
Pos.
F
G
G
F
G
G
F
F
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
F
F

Hometown
Class
Omaha, Neb.
70
Rochester, N.H.
69
Melrose, Mass.
70
Rockport, Mass..
71
Exeter, N.H.
71
Stratham, N.H.
71
Dover, N.H.
71
Ridgewood, N.J.
69
71
Manchester, N.H.
M orris, 111.
70
Hollidaysburg, Pa. 71
Keene, N.H.
69
Delmar, N.Y.
69
Cochituate, Mass.
71
Newburyport, Mass . 70
Westfield, N.J.
70
Lynn, Mass.
71 *

through the woods around the
campus, have compiled a 3-1
record this season against sev
eral teams who were, on paper,
stronger squads.
They opened their season on
Sept. 28 at Franklin Park in
Boston
against Northeastern.
The Cats were beaten soundly
17-41.
“ We
ran poorly
over the
course,” said Sweet. “ The boys
had done better times in pre
vious meets there. We simply,
were not ready for that ra ce.”
Sweet’ s harriers bounced back
strongly the following Saturday
against a Rhode Island squad that
was supposed to be very tough,
according to Sweet. The Wild
cats swept the first three posi
tions behind the efforts of Ev
Dunklee, Capt. Bob Vanier and
Rick Bell, to win the meet by a
score of 17-45.
Next on the schedule for New
Hampshire was a relatively weak
University of Maine team. The
Bears could manage to bring in
only two of the top ten runners
as the Cats won easily. Dunklee
again led the team across the
finish line.
Turner of Maine
took second place, but was fol
lowed
by Vanier, Bell,
Bob
Jarrett,
Dick Traister, Duke
Wear, and Larry Martin of New
Hampshire.
The last meet to date, last
Friday aganst MIT, also proved
to be a New Hampshire victory,
in what can be termed an upset.
The Techies, who beat UNH last
year in both the varsity and
freshman races should have been
much stronger. A strong team
effort and a racing strategy pro
vided the impetus for the upset.
MIT had an outstanding runner
in Ben Wilson, who Sweet says is
one of the top harriers in the East.
The Wildcats knew they couldn’ t
catch Wilson and decided to let
him go and to concentrate on
ADVERTISEMENT

Winners Predicted

Predictions are being made
on which girls will be win
ners at this year’s Halloween
Masquerade. The third prize
will be awarded to the fun
niest because she is the fun
niest and the second prize
will be given to the prettiest
because she is the prettiest.
First prize will go to the girl
who shops at the Yankee
Drummer for being the most
attractive, most original, be
st dressed girl at the party.
ADVERTISEMENT

beating their second man. The
strategy paid off as Dunklee,
Vanier and Bell grabbed second,
third and fourth places. Larry
Martin finished seventh and Bob
Jarrett clinched the victory with
tenth position.
The Wildcats apparently know
what it’ s like to meet a challenge
as their record indicates. They
not only meet the challenge as
individuals and satisfy their own
personal goals, but they meet
them as a team as well.
“ When
you’ re
out on that
course,” said Vanier,
“ you
think of how well you can do for
the team. The greatest recog
nition I think a cross country
runner can get is from his team
mates.”
Sweet’ s freshman crosscou n 
try team has compiled an even
more successful record than the
varsity thus far.
The Wildkittens now stand at 4-0.
Led by Captain Gerry Pregent
of Keene, who has taken first
place in each of the four meets,
the junior harriers have sent
the freshmen of Rhode Island,
Andover, Exeter, and MIT down
to defeat.
Mike Canty, Ralph Fletcher,
Kevin White and Bill McGonagle
have played a large part in the
string of victories thus far.
C ross country is an often little
recognized sport at UNH. The
only big crowds that see a meet
are those that go to Cowell Stad
ium when the harriers run during
the home football games. But the
13 Wildcats who find their plea
sure in what Hardin calls “ the
world of sensation and mute ex
pression,” don’ t seem to care.
To have done what is grueling
is enough for them.
The
F
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O E IS r
Pizza is our specialty
Call for delivery
(5 and over)
868-2485
.T H E
and I Ui

ILL

Xi4[a.lzi S t x * e e t
ZDvLx*lxetzxi. X«T. X I .
where the
crowd is
1 1 -1 2 Mid. Wk. days
11 - 1 A M Fri. - Sat.
4 - 1 2 Mid. Sun.

CIASSIFIIDADS
A M E R IC A 'S C H A N G IN G : Change with it. Hustle posters
in your spare time for fun and profit. GN P is a new, im
proved concept in new, improved concepts. Send your
name, weight, shoe size, loyalty number and address and
we'll rush a complete, free Poster Profit Kit to you, full of
surge. G R O S S N A T IO N A L P R O D U C T , Box 427, Wayzata,
Minnesota 55391
D R E S S M A K E R : Dressmaking and alterations. Telephone
742-0145.
W A N T E D : Student with car who lives in the PortsmouthKittery area for early morning delivery. Salary and Com 
mission. Call collect, Gilbert Boyle, 426-3000.
FO R S A L E : 1967 Honda 450. The mean machine and I
must part company. Olive drab motorcycles are to ugly.
Call D. J. Robbins, Ext. 646 after 6 pm.
FO R S A L E : Head Competition Skies, 205 cm., excellent
condition, factory refinished. $120 including bindings.
Contact David King, Int. House. Phone 368.
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Vermont oHidating attockcd

Root m akes com plaint to ECAC
by John Donovan
Head football coach Jim Root
criticized yesterday the officia
ting during the UNH-UVM game
last Saturday at Burlington, and
entered an official complaint to
the Eastern Collegiate Athletic
Commission in New York City.
**We lost last week's game
because of three things," Root
insisted. "W e made mistakes,
we played on a wet field, thus
losing our outside game which
has helped us so much, and we
were the victims of poor officia
ting."

R o o t said that despite his
team 's mistakes and the wet
field, the Wildcats still would
have won if the officiating had
not been so inept.
"B oth Vermont's scoring plays
were ille g a l," Root pointed out.
"T h e ir last one came when they
passed after running beyond the
line of scrim m age."
Root also said that UNH should
have had one more play at the
end of the game.
"W e got a first down with
five seconds remaining. Instead
of stopping the clock to set the

ball, as they are required to do
this year after every first down,
they let the clock run ou t."
"I t was either their failure
to recognize infractions, or their
lack of guts to make a call
against a hometeam," asserted
Root.
Root indicated that he was not
trying to make excuses for his
team's mistakes, and accepted
blame for some of them. He
said he was complaining because
he felt the team deserved more
fair treatment.
"I t upsets me to think of 70

boys, busting themselves for two
months in hopes for a successful
season, seeing perhaps
whole
season broken because officials
missed some illegal p la y s,"R oot
said.
Root isn't the only coach to
complain. He said that at least
a hidf-dozen Eastern coaches,
all with winning records, have
been complaining also.
Root said, "W e've got to have
better officials for our games.
They are getting paid for their
services, so they should start
acting more professional."

the

Angry Wildcats take on heavy Huskies

DON’T WALK
TO
GREAT BAY

CHEVROLET
€>USED GIUI
CLEARANCE
Just a few brand new 1968
Chevrolets left

The Wildcats will be in the
best physical shape of the season
when they take the field tomorrow
against N ortheastern's heavy
Huskies.
UNH might have its
best mental attitude, also.
Victims of rain, bad breaks
and poor officiating last week,
according to head coach Jim
Root, the Wildcats will play one
of the biggest and potentially
most powerful teams on their
schedule.
And they can't wait
to get onto Northeastern's field.

"T h e boys are really mad
about last week's upset loss to
Vermont.
They have been so
frustrated that we only ran 12
contact plays this week because
I didn't want them to take their
frustrations out on each other.
They're all set to take them out
on Northeastern," said Root.
Physically, the Wildcats should
have all their personnel available
for duty.
All the aggravated
sprains and muscle pulls have
healed, and Bob Robichaud, his

JOCK TALK
Vermont has a nasty habit of
upsetting New Ham pshire. Last
Saturday UNH picked up 23 first
downs to Vermont's eight and
lost, 12-10. This was a good game
compared to 1948 when we picked
up 19 first downs to their one,
and lost.
You might call it a jinx, but I
think Coach Root would call it
poor officiating. I'm sure every
one who saw the game film agrees
with him.
On Vermont's long touchdown
run, the quarterback later aled
forward to a halfback after he'd
crossed the line of scrim mage.
An official standing on the line
of scrim mage didn't see anything
wrong.
But a forward lateral
just happens to be illegal and the
TD should have been called back.
Another point of contention is
the Walter Beatty toChipBreault
pass into the endzone that was
called back.
Breault made a tremendous
catch and the official there indi
cated a touchdown.
Then he
indicated the pass was incomplete
and nullified the touchdown. F i
nally another official, apparently
to get into the act too, threw a
penalty flag to indicate that C liff
McDonald, the left tackle for New
Hampshire, moved before the
snap from center.
Yet on the film it is clear that
both the tackle and the center
snapping the ball moved at ex
actly the same time, everyone
else on the offensive squad was
a little slow.
Our congratulations go out to

by Bill Moore
Sports Editor

all the football players who did
a good job Saturday. Linebacker
Harry Kouloheras deserves spe
cial praise for his interception
and touchdown. Kouloheras, who
came to UNH originally to play
at halfback, looked just like that
as he followed his blockers and
squirmed through Vermont play
ers for the 30-yard touchdown.
Northeastern this weekend will
be a tough team to play. Joe
Z abilsky's Huskies have a repu
tation for playing dirty football
in New England.
So Wildcat
fans can expect Northeastern to
be collecting penalties Saturday,
if the officials are awake, that is.
The UNH ski team which has
been running the past few weeks
to get into shape for this winter
competed last weekend in the
Mount Mooselauke Race and did
fairly well.
Mark Kingsbury, Brad Gould,
J. C. Cameron, Paul Bowles
and John Kendall of New Hamp
shire took the 18th, 19th, and
20th places and tied for 21st out
of field of 54 in the annual three
mile run up Mooselauke Moun
tain.
Ski Coach Tom Upham said o f
his team, " I thought the boys
did very well. It could be a good
start
for this winter’ s ski
m eets."
Dave Parker of the soccer team
came to life Tuesday in Man
chester at St. Anselm’ s as he
booted three field goals to finally
give the team some badly needed
scoring punch.

MEN!
Desert Boots

broken hand healed, will be start
ing at end.
Northeastern, riding a fourgame win streak, has enough size
to test UNH’ s "T e rrib le T r io ,"
Vince Martino, A1 Witte man, and
Ed Savage.
Bill Curran, the
Huskies’ leading ground-gainer
for the past two years, will be
back in the starting line-up after
nursing injuries most o f the sea
son. He weighs 230 pounds, and
at fullback, his favorite running
play is up the middle.
"The Huskies’ defensive line
averages 220 pounds, and Root
maintains the Wildcats w ill have
to use a wide-open attack to
spread the NU defense.
New Hampshire is looking for
its third win in five games,
while Northeastern is hoping for
its fifth win in six decisions.
Wildcat fans should plan to
arrive early at the NU stadium
because o f poor parking facili
ties and the small seating capac
ity of the football stadium.
To get to the stadium, fans
should follow signs from the
Mystic River Bridge to Storrow
Drive, Back Bay and Ken more

Square.
At Kenmore Square,
they should bear left onto Beacon
Street, and continue until they
come to Kent Street where they
should turn left.
Kent Street
is just before Coolidge Corner.
The stadium will be on the right
side of Kent Street.

Impala custom coupe, V-8 aut.
pwr. str., radio
white walls
Bel Air Station Wagon V-8
aut. pwr. str.
radio
2 Chevy 1Ts — one Nova, 4 dr.
one Nova coupe
both 6 cyl. and auto.
1967 Impala 4 dr. sport sedan
8 cyl. aut. pwr. str.
1965 Impala 4 dr. sport sedan
8 cyl. aut. pwr. str.
1964 Impala super sport cpe.
8 cyl. aut. pwr. str.
air cond.
1966 Chev. Va Ton Fleetside
P.V. 8' box
1964 Chev. Ya Ton Fleetside
P.V. 8' box

Your Local Authorized
Chevrolet Dealer

GREAT BAY
MOTOR CO. INC.
78 Exeter Street
Newmarket, New Hampshire
03857
Telephone: 659-3215

C & J

Airport Limousine
SEACOAST REGION - LOGAN AIRPORT

NEW STUDENT RATES
One Way Round Trip

$5.00

B R A N D S SO FAM O U S
WE C A N T USE T H E IR NAM E!

$9.00

Lined and Unlined
SA V E $5 to $12 on every pair

RED’S ^
3S BROADWAY

WHY PAY M O RE?
OPEN 9 - 9

2 Impala, 4 dr. sport sedans,
both with 8 Cylinder engines,
aut. pwr. str., radio
white walls
one gold
one blue

SHOE
BARN

DOVER

FOR RESERVATIONS CAU
DOVER 742-0173
Portsmouth - Enterprise 8034

